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Abstract:

Estimating the dependence structure in the data is a key task when analyzing compositional

data. Real-world compositional data sets are often complex owing to high-dimensionality,

heavy tails, and the possible existence of outliers. We consider a general class of elliptical

distributions to model the heavy-tailed distribution of latent log-basis variables, which is

characterized by a latent shape matrix. The latent shape matrix is a scalar multiple of the

latent covariance matrix, when it exists, and it can preserve the directional properties of

the dependence in a distribution when the covariance matrix does not exist. We propose

using a robust composition-adjusted thresholding procedure based on Tyler’s M-estimator

to estimate the latent shape matrices of high-dimensional compositional data from different

groups. We prove appealing theoretical properties under the high-dimensional setting.

Simulation studies and a real application to microbial inter-taxa analysis demonstrate the

numerical properties of the proposed method.
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1. Introduction

Compositional data arise naturally in many research topics in biology, ecology,

finance, geology, and other areas. For example, compositional data are used to

assess the relative proportions of chemicals within stones across different geo-

graphical locations in geology (Thomas and Aitchison, 2005), and to analyze

relative market share while dynamically accounting for the total market size in

economics (Arata and Onozaki, 2017). This study is motivated by inter-taxa

analyses of microbiome compositional data in the rapidly growing field of hu-

man microbiome research (Cho and Blaser, 2012). It is known that an accurate

estimation of the dependence structure between bacteria leads to a better under-

standing of the underlying mechanisms of disease development (Friedman and

Alm, 2012; Goodrich et al., 2014). We focus on estimating the dependence struc-

ture of high-dimensional compositional data, which is a fundamental problem in

microbial inter-taxa analysis.

Sparse estimations of large covariance or correlation matrices study the de-

pendence structure under the assumption that only a small proportion of vari-

ables are correlated with one another. See Bickel and Levina (2008), Rothman
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et al. (2009), Cai and Liu (2011), Bien and Tibshirani (2011), Cai et al. (2012),

Rothman (2012), Xue et al. (2012), Xue and Zou (2014a), Fan et al. (2016), Bien

(2019), among others, for related papers in this topic. However, it is nontriv-

ial to estimate the sparse covariance matrix of high-dimensional compositional

data, the data matrix of which induces a sum-to-one constraint for each row and

is intrinsically not full rank. The compositional data analysis framework pro-

posed by Aitchison (1986) lays the bedrock for the study of the dependency

structure of compositional data. Under this latent framework, the sparse cor-

relations for compositional data (sparCC) method proposed by Friedman and

Alm (2012) employs an iterative algorithm to estimate the correlation matrix.

The sparCC method does not guarantee that the estimator is positive-definite or

that correlations are bounded between [−1, 1]. To solve these issues, Fang et al.

(2015) developed the correlation inference for compositional data through Lasso

(CCLasso) method, which employs an `1-penalization to estimate a sparse rep-

resentation of the latent correlation matrix and ensure the positive definiteness.

Recently, Cao et al. (2019) introduced the composition-adjusted thresholding

(COAT) procedure for estimating the sparse covariance matrix of compositional

data under a latent data framework.

Existing covariance or correlation estimation procedures for compositional

data, including the aforementioned sparCC, CCLasso, and COAT, are essentially
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built on regularized sample covariance matrices. They all assume sub-Gaussian

tails or even normal distributions for the latent log-basis variables (Cao et al.,

2019). However, it is known that the sample covariance matrix behaves poorly

when the data deviate significantly from normality (Tyler, 1987; Nordhausen

and Tyler, 2015). Owing to machine error, natural variation, or experimental

procedure, real-world compositional data sets are riddled with outliers and heavy

tails.

Another key rationale for developing our method is to create a method that

fits naturally into a practical data analysis pipeline. While classic estimation of

a single dependency structure is common, researchers often wish to compare

across multiple cohorts simultaneously (Morgan et al., 2015). This motivates a

joint analysis viewpoint, because the estimation of multiple dependence struc-

tures provides additional insights when studying compositions across multiple

groups. For example, one may be interested in learning how the dependence of

a microbiome changes in the presence or absence of antibiotics regimes, or be-

tween disease cohorts. However, across cohorts, there may be key dependencies

that remain the same, regardless of the clinical covariate. Therefore, a joint esti-

mation is useful, because it shares information across groups in order to improve

accuracy.

Our primary contribution is the development of the HeavyCOAT procedure,
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which provides an accurate joint estimation of the orientation and spread of the

underlying elliptical contours, even when the covariance matrix may not exist.

We focus on estimating the dependence structure from the shape matrix in a

wide class of elliptical distributions. We propose a robust composition-adjusted

thresholding procedure, called HeavyCOAT, to estimate the sparse latent shape

matrix of high-dimensional compositional data under the general elliptical distri-

bution framework. The HeavyCOAT procedure first estimates the shape matrix

of the transformed data Xc across each cohort of interest, and then uses the esti-

mated shape matrices to construct a sparse estimation of the latent shape matri-

ces of each row of Y for each cohort by solving a positive-definite thresholding

problem. By using either a fused or a group penalty (Tibshirani et al., 2005;

Friedman et al., 2010; Danaher et al., 2014) in the positive-definite thresholding

step, the HeavyCOAT method can jointly estimate multiple sparse latent shape

matrices when the observed compositions come from different groups and their

shape matrices share a certain similarity.

From a theoretical viewpoint, we study the asymptotic behaviors of the pro-

posed method. Primarily, we show that the HeavyCOAT procedure is a robust

estimator that effectively recovers the sparsity pattern of the dependence struc-

ture and achieves sign consistency with high probability under the broad class

of elliptical distributions. In addition, we derive the convergence rate under the
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spectral norm for the estimation of a sparse latent shape sub-matrix as well as the

explicit expected risk bound under the squared spectral norm. The derived con-

vergence rate and risk bound are comparable with optimal results under Gaussian

or sub-Gaussian tail conditions. We also demonstrate the finite-sample proper-

ties of the HeavyCOAT procedure and present a real application to microbial

inter-taxa analysis.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. After introducing a general

class of elliptical distributions and notation in Section 2, we present the Heavy-

COAT procedure in Section 3. Section 4 presents the asymptotic properties,

including the selection consistency, sign consistency, convergence rate, and risk

bound. We evaluate the finite-sample properties using simulation studies in Sec-

tion 5, and present a real application to microbial inter-taxa analysis in Section

6. Section 7 concludes the paper. Technical proofs and additional simulations

are presented in the online Supplementary Material.

2. Preliminaries

2.1 Problem Setting

The challenges of compositional data analysis arise from the transformation of

unconstrained features to the compositional space (Aitchison, 1986). We first in-

troduce the notation under the single-group setting and the latent view of compo-
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2.1 Problem Setting

sitional data analysis popularized by Cao et al. (2019). Let W0 ∈ Rp0
+ be a vector

of basis variables and Y0 = log(W0) be a vector of latent log-basis variables.

The corresponding compositional random vector X0,i = (X0,i,1, · · · , X0,i,p0)
′ is

generated by normalizing X0,i = W0,i/
∑p0

i=1 W0,i. In practice, we often ob-

serve only the compositional data matrix X0 = (X0,1, . . . ,X0,n)′. Instead of

the basis matrix W0 = (W0,1, . . . ,W0,n)′, where n denotes the number of ob-

servations. For example, in microbiome research, raw DNA totals vary greatly

between samples, and thus the relative proportions X0 are reported (Li, 2015).

To account for the compositional structure of X0, the centered log-ratio (clr)

transformation is used as a preprocessing step on X0. Specifically, we have

Xc = clr(X0) = (log(X0,i,j/g(X0,i))),for i = 1, ..., n and j = 1, ..., p0, where

g(X0,i) is the geometric mean of X0,i = (X0,i,1, · · · , X0,i,p0)
′. The goal of this

study is to use the observations X0,i, where i = 1, . . . , n, to make an inference

on the dependence structure of Y0 = (Y0,1, . . . ,Y0,n)′, where i = 1, . . . , n,

which is the true dependence relationship we wish to capture.

To allow for heavy tails and possible outliers, we assume that each Y0,i ∈

Rp0 follows an elliptical distribution such that Y0,i ∼ Ep0(µ,Σ0, φ), where

Ep0(µ,Σ0, φ) is a p0-dimensional elliptical distribution with the location param-

eter µ ∈ Rp0 , positive-definite shape matrix Σ0, and density generator φ (Cam-

banis et al., 1981; Tyler, 1987; Fang et al., 1990). By Cambanis et al. (1981),
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2.1 Problem Setting

Y0,i is equivalently represented as

Y0,i = µ+ ui(Σ0)1/2ξi,

where ξi is drawn uniformly from Sp0−1, and ui is an arbitrary random vari-

able or deterministic nonzero scalar, independent of ξi. Note that Ep0(µ,Σ0, φ)

consists of a large class of distributions with elliptically shaped contours, includ-

ing the Gaussian distribution and heavy-tailed distributions such as the Laplace

and Cauchy distributions, which are often used to generate data efficiently from

the elliptical distribution (Andrews and Mallows, 1974; Goes et al., 2020; Müller

and Richter, 2019). Let ui be a scalar random variable, and ξi ∼ N (0, Ip0×p0).

The Gaussian scale mixture random variable Y0,i = µ + ui(Σ0)1/2ξi is a useful

elliptical distribution (Goes et al., 2020). For ease of representation, we refer to

these distributions according the form of ui, for instance, Y0,i follows a Laplace

scale mixture distribution when ui is generated from a Laplace distribution. The

underlying dependence structure is characterized by the shape matrix. If the co-

variance matrix exists, the shape matrix is proportional to the covariance matrix.

When the covariance matrix does not exist (e.g. the Cauchy distribution), the

shape matrix is still a reliable measure of directional dependence (Tyler, 1987;

Nordhausen and Tyler, 2015).
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2.2 Real-Data Motivation

2.2 Real-Data Motivation

As a practical illustration of this problem setting, we use the mucosal membrane

data set collected by Morgan et al. (2015) to illustrate the non-normality and

heavy-tails in the microbiome compositional data. We conduct several normality

tests (e.g., the Cramer–von Mises test (Cramér, 1928), Lilliefors test (Conover,

1998), and Shapiro–Francia test (Shapiro and Francia, 1972)) to check whether

each column of Y0 is normally distributed with an α-level threshold 0.05 or with

the Bonferroni-adjusted α-level threshold. The results of these tests are summa-

rized in Table 1. Across all normality tests, most of the taxa fail to satisfy the

assumed normal distribution, suggesting the presence of non-normal behavior.

Table 1: Number of rejections of three different tests of normality among the
200 most abundant taxa. Each test is evaluated at a threshold of 0.05 and the
Bonferroni-adjusted threshold.

Test of normality for each taxa
Method Threshold Number of Rejections

Cramer-von Mises .05 200
.05/200 197

Lilliefors .05 199
.05/200 198

Shaprio-Francia .05 199
.05/200 198
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2.3 The Shape Matrix

2.3 The Shape Matrix

To study the dependence structure of compositional data, we consider a gen-

eral class of elliptical distributions characterized by the shape matrix (Cambanis

et al., 1981; Fang et al., 1990). It is known that the shape matrix is a scalar

multiple of the covariance matrix, when it exists, and that it can preserve the

directional properties of the dependence in a distribution, without requiring the

existence of moments (Tyler, 1987; Nordhausen and Tyler, 2015; Wiesel and

Zhang, 2015). This is particularly useful in microbiome analysis, because the

shape matrix allows us to recover the linear relationship between microbial taxa,

even in extremely noisy practical data settings. In such settings, the error within

the data may not fit the classical Gaussian assumption. For example, if the (i, j)

element of the shape matrix is positive, then taxa i is positively and linearly asso-

ciated with taxa j. Therefore, as the abundance of taxa i increases, the abundance

of taxa j increases. If the (i, j) element of the shape matrix is zero, then there is

no association between the abundances of taxa i and taxa j.

In view of these appealing properties, the shape matrix can be viewed as a

promising alternative to the covariance matrix for heavy-tailed distributions. The

shape matrix can be estimated efficiently even when the second moment is not

bounded (Tyler, 1987). We use a simulation study to explore the interpretation of

the shape matrix and also the impact of heavy tails. In this toy example, we gen-
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2.3 The Shape Matrix

erate n = 500 independent bivariate realizations from a Gaussian scale mixture

distribution. We provide more insight into scale mixture distributions in Section

2. We consider three different choices of ui: the multivariate normal distribu-

tion with {ui}ni=1 = 1, the Laplace scale mixture with ui ∼ Laplace(0, 1), and

the Cauchy scale mixture with ui ∼ Cauchy(0, 1/100). The diagonal elements

of the shape matrix are fixed as one and we vary the off-diagonal dependence

strength C ∈ {−.5, 0, .5}. In the first two settings, the covariance matrix exists

and C coincides with the correlation.

We compare four measures of bivariate dependence in this simulation study:

the Pearson correlation coefficient (denoted by P ), Kendall correlation coef-

ficient (denoted by K), Spearman correlation coefficient (denoted by S), and

normalized Tyler’s M-estimator (Tyler, 1987) of the shape matrix (denoted by

T ). As shown in Table 2, all four measures perform well in the Gaussian setting.

Tyler’s M-estimation and rank correlations can capture the underlying depen-

dence under all three settings, while the Pearson correlation coefficient performs

poorly in both the Laplace and the Cauchy settings, owing to heavy-tails. Over-

all, Tyler’s M-estimation provides a more accurate estimation than both the rank

correlations and the Pearson correlation estimates, which motivates us to pro-

pose new methods for the robust estimation of the shape matrix Σ0 of the latent

variables Y0.
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Table 2: Illustration of the shape matrix measuring dependence. The estimated
correlation is listed for a given true correlation C under each scale mixture.

Method Gaussian Laplace Cauchy
C -0.5 0 0.5 -0.5 0 0.5 -0.5 0 0.5
T -0.48 0.04 0.42 -0.44 -0.01 0.51 -0.50 0.08 0.48
K -0.34 0.02 0.30 -0.30 0.00 0.37 -0.37 0.03 0.33
S -0.49 0.04 0.44 -0.39 0.00 0.50 -0.48 0.02 0.42
P -0.50 0.03 0.45 -0.38 0.03 0.35 -0.89 -0.95 0.93

3. Methodology

This section proposes a robust positive-definite estimation of sparse shape ma-

trices for compositional data. The observed compositions may come from dif-

ferent cohorts, and their shape matrices may share some similarity. Suppose that

there are K independent compositional data sets X0,k = (X0,k,1, . . . ,X0,k,nk)
′ ∈

Rnk×p0 , for k = 1, 2, ..., K, and Y0,k = (Y0,k,1, · · · ,Y0,k,nk)
′ ∈ Rnk×p0 are the

corresponding latent log-basis variables. For any p < p0, the proposed method

estimates the p × p sub-matrix of the true shape matrix of Y0,k. The estimation

of a sub-matrix is not overly restrictive because, in practice it is typical to screen

out taxa with low counts or low accuracy prior to running an analysis. Further-

more, when p = p0 − 1, this is analogous to dropping the reference components

with a dependency structure that is not of interest to the researcher. We employ

this in the microbial inter-taxa analysis of Section 6, where we drop the column

of the OTU matrix that refers to the counts of unclassified microbes. Because

this OTU encompasses all taxa that were not matched to known taxa of interest,
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the dependency captured by this OTU is likely uninformative in understanding

the underlying biological mechanism, and we still recover the vast majority of

dependencies between taxa.

Let Xk,c = (Xk,c,1, . . . ,Xk,c,nk)
′ ∈ Rnk×p be the sub-matrix of transformed

data clr(X0,k), and the columns of clr(X0,k) associated with this sub-matrix

be enumerated in the index set C ⊂ {1, ..., p0}. Without loss of generality,

we assume that C = {1, ..., p} (i.e., we drop the pth0 component). Let A0 =

Ip0×p0 − (1/p0)1p01
T
p0

and A = (Ip×p,0p×(p0−p)) − (1/p0)1p1
T
p0
. Lemma 1 is

the key to our analysis showing how elliptical distributions are retained through

transformation.

Lemma 1. Suppose each Y0,k,i ∈ Rp0 in Y0,k follows the elliptical distribution

Ep0(µk,Σ0,k, φk), where rank(Σ0,k) = p0. Then, each clr(X0,k,i) in clr(X0,k)

follows the elliptical distribution Ep0−1(A0µk, A0Σ0,kA
T
0 , φk), and each Xk,c,i

in Xk,c follows the elliptical distribution Ep(Aµk, AΣ0,kA
T , φk). Moreover, we

have rank(A0Σ0,kA
T
0 ) = p0 − 1.

As shown in Lemma 1, the distributions of both X0,k,i and clr(X0,k,i) fall in

the class of elliptical distributions. In addition, rank(A0Σ0,kA
T
0 ) = p0 − 1 and

rank(AΣ0,kA
T ) = p. While the shape matrix of clr(X0,k), that is, A0Σ0,kA

T
0 ∈

Rp0×p0 , is degenerate, after removing columns relating to unimportant taxa, the

shape sub-matrix of Xk,c,i, that is, AΣ0,kA
T ∈ Rp×p, is nondegenerate. For
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ease of terminology, we refer to AΣ0,kA
T as a ”shape sub-matrix,” which is a

sub-matrix of the true shape matrix Σ0,k. By Proposition 1 of Cao et al. (2019),

the shape sub-matrix is asymptotically indistinguishable from Σ0,k when Σ0,k

belongs to the class of sparse shape matrices explored in Section 4. Under this

condition, the sparsity AΣ0,kA
T is asymptotically equivalent to the sparsity pat-

tern of Σ0,k, thus allowing the shape sub-matrix to function as a proxy the for

latent log-basis Σ0,k. This asymptotic indistinguishability supports the recovery

and convergence properties explored in Section 4.

Recall that the shape matrix characterizes the linear relationships between

variables under the elliptical distribution framework in Section 2. Let Σ0,k be the

sparse shape sub-matrix for those latent log-basis variables Y0,k in the kth group.

Let Γk be the corresponding shape sub-matrix for the transformed variables in

Xk,c. While Σ0,k and Γk appear to be different estimation targets, as shown

in Proposition 1 of Cao et al. (2019), the shape sub-matrix is asymptotically

indistinguishable from the true log-basis shape sub-matrix, under a weak set of

conditions. This relationship is a key fact that motivates the theoretical recovery

properties we explore in Section 4. Under the elliptical distribution framework,

we propose the HeavyCOAT procedure to first compute a robust estimation of

the shape sub-matrix Γk of the transformed variables in Xk,c (see Subsection

3.1), and then obtain a sparse estimation of the latent shape sub-matrix of the
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3.1 Estimation Step

log-basis variables in Y0,k (see Subsection 3.2).

The HeavyCOAT procedure first uses Tyler’s M-estimation method (Tyler,

1987) to construct a robust shape sub-matrix estimator Γ̂k based on the trans-

formed data matrix Xk,c, and then obtains the final positive-definite and sparse

shape sub-matrix estimator Σ̂k using a subsequent joint thresholding step. Be-

cause the shape matrix is scale invariant, we may assume that tr(Γk) = p, without

loss of generality (Tyler, 1987; Goes et al., 2020). Note that, under the K = 1

setting, we drop the k-subscript, and the sparse estimator Σ̂, constructed using

Xc as a proxy of the latent Y0, enjoys desirable theoretical properties, including

selection consistency and sign consistency, which are presented in Section 4.

3.1 Estimation Step

For the kth group, to construct the robust shape sub-matrix estimator Γ̂k of

the observed data matrix Xk,c, we follow Tyler (1987) to solve the constrained

optimization problem over the space of all positive-definite matrices satisfying

tr(Γk) = p, that is,

min
Γk: tr(Γk)=p

p

nk

nk∑
i=1

log((Xk,c,i)
TΓ−1

k Xk,c,i) + log(det(Γk)). (3.1)

Optimization problem (3.1) does not require that of the covariance matrix exists,

and is also agnostic to the exact functional form of the elliptical distributions,
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3.1 Estimation Step

rather than a specific member of the class (Tyler, 1987). Hence, it can be ap-

plied to estimate the shape sub-matrix in a wide class of elliptical distributions.

Although (3.1) is not a convex problem, the objective function enjoys geodesic

convexity (Duembgen and Tyler, 2016).

Sun et al. (2015) and Goes et al. (2020) introduced an iterative algorithm to

solve the high-dimensional Tyler’s M-estimation problem. Specifically, starting

from Γ̃
(1)
k = αk/(1 + αk) · Ip×p with αk > max(0, p/nk − 1), for t = 1, 2, · · · ,

we solve

Γ̃
(t+1)
k =

1

1 + αk

p

nk

nk∑
i=1

Xk,c,i(Xk,c,i)
T

(Xk,c,i)T (Γ̃
(t)
k )−1Xk,c,i

+
αk

1 + αk
Ip×p. (3.2)

At each iteration, the diagonal element of the current estimate is increased by αk

to ensure the positive definiteness, where the accuracy of the estimator is robust

to the choice of αk. It is known that the iterative algorithm attains a unique

solution when αk > max(0, p/nk − 1) (Pascal et al., 2013; Goes et al., 2020),

and αk primarily controls the speed at which the algorithm converges. Thus, we

can define the iterated solution for the kth group as Γ̃k, and its normalization,

Γ̂k, according to the trace constraint as

Γ̂k =
p(Γ̃k − αk

1+αk
Ip×p)

tr(Γ̃k − αk
1+αk

Ip×p)
. (3.3)

Proposition 18 of Sun et al. (2014) shows that the trace normalized solution

converges to the desired global minimum.
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3.2 Thresholding Step

3.2 Thresholding Step

After obtaining the robust estimator Γ̂k for each class of interest, we use a

positive-definite thresholding step (Rothman, 2012; Xue et al., 2012; Bien, 2019)

to derive the sparse shape sub-matrix estimator Σ̂k of the latent log-basis variable

Y0,k for each class by solving the following objective:

Σ̂k = argmin
each Σk�εIp×p

1

2

K∑
k=1

||Σk − Γ̂k||2F + P ({Σk}), (3.4)

where ‖ · ‖F denotes the Frobenius norm, {Σk} is the set of estimated shape

matrices for each group k = 1, 2, ..., K, and P (·) denotes a convex and non-

smooth penalty function of interest. Here, ε > 0 ensures the positive-definite

constraint. In practice, it can be taken to be a sufficiently small number, and its

choice does not affect the accuracy. The constrained optimization problem (3.4)

is convex and can be solved efficiently using an alternating direction method of

multipliers (ADMM), presented in Section A1 of the Supplementary Material.

WhenK = 1 and there is no cohort information to be shared, we can use the

`1-penalty to penalize the off-diagonal elements of Σ̂ to yield a sparse estimate.

For ease of notation, we drop the subscript k in this special case when estimat-

ing Σ̂ and Γ̂. Specifically, we use P (Σ̂) = λ‖Σ̂‖1,off, where λ > 0 is a tuning

parameter and || · ||1,off denotes the entry-wise `1-norm of the off-diagonal ele-

ments of Σ̂. We present theoretical results, including the selection consistency,
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3.2 Thresholding Step

sign consistency, convergence rate, and risk bound, for this setting in Section 4.

WhenK > 1, we use a specific choice of P (·) to borrow strength across dif-

ferent groups and to encourage similarity across their estimates. Two commonly

used penalty functions are the fused lasso (Tibshirani et al., 2005) and the group

lasso (Yuan and Lin, 2006; Friedman et al., 2010), which are useful when we are

interested in learning the differential dependence structures across groups. The

fused penalty

P ({Σk}) = λ1

K∑
k=1

∑
i6=j

|σk,ij|+ λ2

∑
k<l

∑
i6=j

|σk,ij − σl,ij|

encourages sparsity of the resulting covariance estimates Σ̂k and sparsity of their

differences, where λ1 > 0 and λ2 > 0 are both tuning parameters and σk,ij

denotes the (i, j)-element of Σk. The fused penalty encourages shared entry-

wise values across different covariance estimates. On the other hand, the group

penalty

P ({Σk}) = λ1

K∑
k=1

∑
i6=j

|σk,ij|+ λ2

∑
i6=j

√√√√ K∑
k=1

σ2
k,ij

uses the similarity between groups and encourages sparsity on both individual

and grouped levels, where λ1 > 0 and λ2 > 0 are both tuning parameters. While

the sparsity pattern of each Σ̂k is likely to be similar, the group penalty may

be desirable when there is a shared sparsity pattern across different covariance

estimates. We explore the effectiveness of these penalty functions using simu-
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lation studies in Section 5 and a real application in Section 6. We summarize

the HeavyCOAT procedure as Algorithm 1. Refer to Section A1 of the Sup-

plementary Material for details on the algorithm and an implementation of the

thresholding step.

Algorithm 1 The Proposed HeavyCOAT Procedure.
Step 1. For k = 1, ...,K, obtain clr(X0,k) using the centered log-ratio transformation.

Step 2. For k = 1, ..,K, construct the sub-matrix Xk,c by selecting the columns of

clr(X0,k) enumerated in C.

Step 3. Estimation step. For k = 1, ...,K, solve (3.1) using (3.2) iteratively to obtain

Γ̂k =
p(Γ̃k− α

1+α
Ip×p)

tr(Γ̃k− α
1+α

Ip×p)
.

Step 4. Thresholding step. Obtain the sparse estimator Σ̂k, for k = 1, ...,K, by solv-

ing (3.4) with the `1 penalty, fused penalty, or group penalty using the ADMM that is

presented in Section A1 of the Supplementary Material.

4. Theoretical Properties

This section studies the theoretical properties of the HeavyCOAT procedure

when K = 1. Because we focus on K = 1, we drop the k subscript for

ease of notation. Assume each latent log-basis random vector Y0,i ∈ Rp0 in

Y0 follows an elliptical distribution Ep0(µ,Σ0, φ). We consider the following
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parameter space for the sparse latent shape matrix Σ0:

U(q,M, s0) = {Σ0 : Σ0 � 0, ||Σ0||2 ≤M, max
i

p0∑
j=1

|σij|q ≤ s0},

where M > 0, q ∈ [0, 1), and s0 > 0. Given the above definition of U(q,M, s0),

we assume

(A1): Σ0 ∈ U(q,M, s0), with p0/n→ r ∈ (0,+∞) and s0/p0 → 0 as n→∞.

Recall that Γ̂ is a robust estimator of the shape sub-matrix Γ of the center

log-transformed sub-matrix Xc, and Σ̂ = (σ̂ij)p×p is a robust estimator for of

sparse latent shape sub-matrix Σ of the reduced set of latent log-basis variables

in Y. In what follows, we first study the support recovery and sign consistency

in Theorems 1–2, and then explore the convergence rate under the spectral norm

and the risk bound under the squared spectral norm in Theorems 3–4.

Theorems 1–2 show that the underlying shape matrix of Y such as the spar-

sity and sign of Σ = (σij)p×p, can be estimated accurately by Σ̂ based on Xc,

even when the covariance matrix of Y may not exist. Thus, even in extreme

settings, the HeavyCOAT procedure is still able to recover the directionality of

the effect.

Theorem 1. Under assumption (A1), if α > max{0, r − 1 +M(1 +
√
r)2} and

λ = C1

√
log(p)
n

+ C2
s0
p

, the sparse shape sub-matrix estimator Σ̂ satisfies

P (σ̂i,j = 0 for all (i, j) with σij = 0)→ 1, as n→∞. (4.5)
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Theorem 2. Under assumption (A1), if α > max{0, r − 1 + M(1 +
√
r)2},

λ = C1

√
log(p)
n

+ C2
s0
p

, and λ ≤ 2
3

min
(i,j):σij 6=0

|σij|, then the sparse shape sub-

matrix estimator Σ̂ satisfies

P (sgn(σ̂i,j) = sgn(σij) for all (i,j) with σij 6= 0)→ 1, as n→∞. (4.6)

Theorem 3 gives the convergence rate for estimating the sparse latent shape

sub-matrix Σ under the spectral norm.

Theorem 3. Under assumption (A1), if α > max{0, r − 1 + M(1 +
√
r)2}

and λ = C1

√
log(p)
n

+ C2
s0
p

, the sparse shape sub-matrix estimator Σ̂ from (3.4)

satisfies

||Σ̂− Σ||2 = Op

(
s0(

√
log(p)

n
+
s0

p
)1−q

)
. (4.7)

The convergence rate in (4.7) is comparable with that of the COAT method

(Cao et al., 2019). We consider a robust estimation under a larger class of el-

liptical distributions, whereas the COAT method imposes the sub-Gaussian tail

condition. Similarly to COAT, (4.7) can be decomposed into an estimation error

(
√

log(p)/n) of Σ and an approximation error (s0/p) from using the transformed

data Xc as a proxy for the latent log-basis variables in Y. Thus, our method also

shows the appealing ”blessing of dimensionality” because the estimation error

dominates the approximation error as p increases.
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Given the convergence rate derived in Theorem 3, we further derive the risk

bound of HeavyCOAT under the squared spectral norm in Theorem 4.

Theorem 4. Under Assumption (A1), if α > max{0, r − 1 + M(1 +
√
r)2}

and λ = C1

√
log(p)
n

+ C2
s0
p

, the sparse shape sub-matrix estimator Σ̂ from (3.4)

satisfies

sup
Σ∈U(q,s0,M)

E||Σ̂− Σ||22 ≤ C3s
2
0

(
C1

√
log(p)

n
+ C2

s0

p

)2−2q

. (4.8)

Theorem 4 is a new theoretical result for high-dimensional compositional

data analysis. Although Σ̂ is a robust estimator under the class of elliptical dis-

tributions, the obtained risk bound matches that derived under the polynomial

tails in Lemma 4 of Cai and Liu (2011).

5. Numerical Properties

In this section, we study the numerical effectiveness of our proposed Heavy-

COAT procedure under a variety of settings. We analyze the K = 2 setting

to demonstrate the effectiveness of the joint estimation. An analysis of the

K = 1 setting can be found in the Supplementary Material. We compare Heavy-

COAT with three contemporary methods. As an alternative method to Tyler’s

M-Estimator, we consider a rank-based covariance estimator based on Spear-
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5.1 Performance Analysis

man’s ρ and Kendall’s τ (Xue and Zou, 2012, 2014b,a; Avella-Medina et al.,

2018). Thus, by substituting Tyler’s M-Estimator from Section 3.1 with an asso-

ciated rank-based estimator, we denote the methods as kCOAT for the Kendall’s

τ -based estimator and as sCOAT for the Spearman’s ρ-based estimator. Finally,

we compare HeavyCOAT with the sample covariance-based COAT procedure

(Cao et al., 2019). In all cases, we employ the universal thresholding proce-

dure employed in Section 3.2 to ensure a positive-definite final estimate. If the

group penalty is used, we append a -G suffix, and if the fused penalty is used,

we append an -F suffix.

5.1 Performance Analysis

We study each method across a variety of scale mixture settings, as outlined in

Section 2. That is, we study the Gaussian setting where ui = 1 for all i, the

Laplace setting where ui ∼ Laplace(0, 1), the T5 setting where ui ∼ t5, and the

extreme Cauchy setting where ui ∼ Cauchy(0, 1). For brevity, we present the

results for the heavy-tailed Laplace and T5 settings; the Gaussian and Cauchy

results can be found in the Supplementary Material.

We study the following two covariance models. Let the operation bdiag(A,B)

denote creating a block-diagonal matrix with diagonal blocks A and B.

1. (Sparse Covariance) Σ0,1 = bdiag(B1, 4Ip2×p2) is a block-diagonal matrix,
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5.1 Performance Analysis

with B1 = B + εIp1 and ε = max(−λmin(B), 0) + .01, for p1 =
⌊
2
√
p0

⌋
and p2 = p0 − p1. The sub-matrix B is constructed to be a random

symmetric matrix, with lower triangular elements drawn uniformly from

U(−2,−4) ∪ U(2, 4) with probability 0.15, and zero otherwise. Given

Σ0,1, we generate by Σ0,2 by replacing each nonzero, nondiagonal element

of Σ0,2 with zero with probability 0.7.

2. (Block Covariance) Let Ar, for r = 1, ..., 10, be p0
10
× p0

10
matrices, where

Ar,i,j = 4(.7|i−j|) and B = 3I p0
10
× p0

10
. Construct Σ0,1 = bdiag(A1, ..., A10)

and Σ0,2 = bdiag(A1, ..., A7, B,B,B) as two block diagonal matrices.

The sparse covariance structure is similar to the sparse setting studied by Cai

et al. (2007). The block covariance structure consists of 10 blocks that follow

an AR model similar to that studied by Bickel and Levina (2008). In this case,

while each block matrix may not be sparse, the magnitudes of each Ar block

decay rapidly. In both cases, we construct Σ0,2 by removing nonzero elements of

Σ0,1. Thus, for the non-removed elements, Σ0,2 shares structural and magnitude

information with Σ0,1. To match the trace constraint that is assumed for the shape

matrix, we normalize Σ0,1 and Σ0,2 such that tr(Σ0,1) = p and tr(Σ0,2) = p, as

in (3.3).

We analyze the setting where n = 100 and p0 ∈ {150, 200, 250}. Given this,

our estimation target is the p× p sub-matrix, where p = p0− 1 of Σ0,1 and Σ0,2,
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5.1 Performance Analysis

denoted as Σ1 and Σ2, respectively formed by dropping the pth
0 column of Xc. We

repeat the estimation process over s = 100 replications, and assess the perfor-

mance of our method by comparing the average Frobenius norm 1
2

∑2
k=1 ||Σk −

Σ̂k||F , average spectral norm 1
2

∑2
k=1 ||Σk − Σ̂k||2, average true positive rate

(TPR) 1
2

∑2
k=1 TPRk, and average false positive rate (FPR) 1

2

∑2
k=1 FPRk, where,

TPRk =
#{(i, j) : σ̂k,i,j 6= 0 and σk,i,j 6= 0}

#{(i, j) : σk,i,j 6= 0}

FPRk =
#{(i, j) : σ̂ki,j 6= 0 and σk,i,j = 0}

#{(i, j) : σ̂k,i,j 6= 0}
.

Note that FPRk is defined to be zero if #{(i, j) : σ̂k,i,j 6= 0} = 0. We

select λ1 and λ2 using the cross-validation procedure outlined in Danaher et al.

(2014). Following Xue et al. (2012) and Goes et al. (2020), we set ψ = 2 and

α = max(p/n − 1, 0) + 1. The results for the sparse covariance setting can

be seen in Table 4, and the results for the block covariance setting are found in

Table 5.

Across the Laplace and T5 error settings, regardless of covariance struc-

ture, the HeavyCOAT procedure performs well in terms of both norms (specif-

ically the spectral norm) and selection consistency. Both kCOAT and sCOAT

have theoretical convergence and accuracy guarantees when the fourth moment

is bounded, although their effectiveness in more extreme settings is unclear
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5.1 Performance Analysis

(Avella-Medina et al., 2018). This may be a key reason for the good perfor-

mance of the rank-based methods in the T5 and Laplace settings. In comparison,

HeavyCOAT does not require the same moment assumptions; thus, it can be ap-

plied more flexibly to situations in which the underlying distribution may not

be known apriori. Furthermore, HeavyCOAT appears to be less conservative

than the rank-based methods, allowing for a higher TPR across settings. While

the FPR appears to be slightly inflated in comparison to kCOAT and sCOAT,

this may be explained by differences in the λ1 and λ2 selected using the cross-

validation procedure. To better understand the selection power of HeavyCOAT

compared with that of kCOAT and sCOAT, we compare these methods under the

sparse covariance setting using an ROC analysis in Section 5.2.

Table 3 and Table 4 are about here.

In both the block and sparse settings, we see an improved robust analy-

sis over the sample covariance in the presence of heavy tails. COAT performs

poorly in terms of its error compared with all robust methods, because the sam-

ple covariance suffers as the tails become heavier. Furthermore, the FPR of the

COAT methods may be more than twice as large as that of HeavyCOAT, de-

pending on the choice of penalty. This is likely due to poor estimation in the

estimation step causing errors to propagate down to the thresholding step, yield-

ing inappropriate results. Thus, when we may suspect the presence of heavy
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5.2 ROC Analysis

tails, a robust viewpoint is a necessity.

5.2 ROC Analysis

In this section, we compare the performance of HeavyCOAT, kCOAT, and sCOAT

using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves. This analysis, enables us

to demonstrate the improved performance of our proposed HeavyCOAT pro-

cedure across various choices of the tuning parameters λ1 and λ2. We focus

on comparing the sparse covariance across the Gaussian, Laplace, and T5 set-

tings.We also analyze the ROC curves under both the group penalty (Figure 1)

and the fused penalty (Figure 2).

These curves show that our proposed HeavyCOAT procedure dominates the

competitive procedures, regardless of the error type or penalty function. The

kCOAT and sCOAT procedures are similar, which matches our previous numer-

ical results. In the Gaussian setting, all methods are relatively comparable, which

is to be expected, because this setting exhibits no heavy-tailed behavior.

6. Application to Microbial Inter-Taxa Analysis

In this section, we illustrate the potential usefulness of our method using micro-

biome data collected from n = 255 patients that exhibit forms of gastrointestinal

disease (Morgan et al., 2015). For these individuals, various experimental factors
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Figure 1: ROC curves for the choice of λ1 and λ2 for the sparse covariance

setting under the group lasso penalty. We compare HeavyCOAT, kCOAT, and

sCOAT across the Gaussian, Laplace, and T5 scale mixture models.
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Figure 2: ROC curves for the choice of λ1 and λ2 for the sparse covariance

setting under the fused lasso penalty. We compare HeavyCOAT, kCOAT, and

sCOAT across the Gaussian, Laplace, and T5 scale mixture models.
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were recorded, including the use of antibiotics and the specific type of disease.

The use of antibiotics has been well studied and greatly reduces microbiome di-

versity in patients (Morgan et al., 2015; Dudek-Wicher et al., 2018). with regard

to disease type, pouchitis refers to the inflammation of the ileal pouch which

may become a chronic condition that often requires surgical intervention. The

composition of the microbiome has been linked to the development of pouchitis.

However, individuals with familal adenomatous polyposis (FAP) undergo a sim-

ilar surgical intervention to that of individuals with inflammatory bowel disease,

though often do not develop pouchitis. Thus, because pouchitis is influenced

by the microbial composition, it is of interest to study the microbial dependence

relationships of FAP patients to elucidate any differences. For the disease-type

analyses, the patients are split into two groups: FAP and non-FAP. In both the

antibiotics and the disease type analysis, it is of particular interest to study the re-

lationships between these bacterial taxa, because inter-taxa dependence is linked

to various risk factors (Morgan et al., 2015; Becker et al., 2015).

In these data, the microbial community was measured using 16s rRNA se-

quencing, and sequence counts were clustered as operational taxonomic units

(OTU), representing biological taxa (Morgan et al., 2015). In particular, the tar-

get microbiome data set consists of 7000 species-level OTUs, which have been

further classified into p0 = 303 genera to reduce sequencing errors (Li, 2015).
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We focus on the sub-matrix of p = 302 genera by omitting the category of un-

classified taxa. Of the 255 patients, n1 = 66 had used antibiotics in the previous

month before sampling, and n2 = 189 did not take antibiotics.

The patients were also classified by disease type, where n1 = 39 patients

were classified with FAP, and n2 = 216 were classified as non-FAP. In these

two-class cases, the choice of penalty function should be motivated by the un-

derlying biological framework. It is known that antibiotics are extremely influ-

ential and can greatly alter the microbiome composition (Morgan et al., 2015;

Dudek-Wicher et al., 2018). It is likely that the microbes that survive after an

antibiotics regimen retain similar dependence relationships, but it is unlikely that

the antibiotics group and the non-antibiotics group share similar values between

their underlying shape matrices. Thus, we use the group lasso penalty to encour-

age the shared sparsity pattern, and borrow information less aggressively. On

the other hand, as noted by Morgan et al. (2015), the difference in the micro-

biome composition between disease type is not a major factor. It is reasonable to

assume that the dependence structures and strengths between both disease-type

groups are similar. Employing the fused penalty in this setting is desirable, be-

cause it improves the estimation by strongly leveraging information on both the

sparsity structure and the covariance magnitude.

The correlation matrices are constructed by applying HeavyCOAT with the
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group penalty for the antibiotics and non-antibiotics groups, and applying the

fused penalty for the disease-type analysis. To visualize these interactions, we

represent the correlation matrices using network graphs. To ensure network sta-

bility, we implement a bootstrapping procedure to capture the relevant edges. For

each setting, we construct networks from applying our HeavyCOAT procedure

across 50 bootstrapped samples. We retain the edges that appear in at least 95%

of the bootstrapped replicates, thereby presenting the most stable interactions

within the microbial network. The thickness of an edge represents the strength

of the correlation between the nodes. The results for the antibiotics setting can

be found in Figure 3 and those for the disease setting can be found in Figure

4. To better understand the structure of these networks, we further implement

the Louvain method for community detection (Blondel et al., 2008) to identify

sub-communities of taxa within the correlation networks. These communities

are denoted by the circular or square node shapes in Figure 3 and Figure 4. In

all settings, we identify two unique clustering of taxa. Finally, we compute key

network statistics (average correlation and average node degree) for each setting

in Table 3.

For ease of presentation, we present the relationships between the top 40

genera of these phyla, because they are likely to be the most influential. We

color each node by the corresponding phyla. With the effect of antibiotics in
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Table 3: Average network statistics across group settings. The Degree column
denotes the average degree across all nodes within the network, and the Corre-
lation column lists the average correlation coefficient between taxa within each
network.

Setting Degree Correlation
Antibiotics 7.10 0.162

No Antibiotics 16.27 0.158
FAP 11.36 0.193

non-FAP 11.36 0.200

Figure 3, we observed a marked change in the sparsity pattern, as expected. First,

after antibiotic use, the overall diversity of the microbial network is drastically

reduced, with far fewer active edges, which can be seen by the large reduction in

the average degree in the antibiotic setting. This reduction in microbial diversity

is well studied (Hildebrand et al., 2019), because there may be fundamental

disruptions in these microbial systems after antibiotic use (Schwartz et al., 2020;

Xu et al., 2020; Seelbinder et al., 2020). For example, we observe that genera

primarily of the Firmicutes phylum remain active. Recent literature has shown

that members of the Firmicutes phylum may opportunistically dominate other

phyla in a post-antibiotics ecosystem (Ng et al., 2019).

When analyzing the key community memberships, we focus on the four

taxa identified by Morgan et al. (2015) as playing a pivotal role: Escherichia,

Roseburia, Bifidobacterium, and Sutterella. When no antibiotics are used, Es-

cherichia is in a unique community and Sutterella, Roseburia, and Bifidobac-
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terium are in a unique community. However, after antibiotics have been used,

Bifidobacterium and Escherichia are in a separate cluster from Roseburia, and

Sutterella disappears all together. This shift in community membership, influ-

enced by the use of antibiotics, may be further evidence that antibiotics can

fundamentally affect the relationships between surviving microbial taxa.

When comparing individuals with the non-FAP disease type to those of the

FAP disease type, the difference between the covariance structures are less ex-

treme. The two settings have an identical correlation structure which is to be

expected, because the fused penalty aggressively ensures similar sparsity struc-

tures between groups. However, the edge weights between groups may vary. The

correlation strength in the FAP group is slightly less than that of the non-FAP

group, but the difference between disease types is less extreme than the effect of

antibiotics, which is expected, based on the analysis conducted by Morgan et al.

(2015). Community membership also remains consistent across groups, further

suggesting that disease type is not as impactful in differentiating microbial com-

munities. In both groups, the Firmicutes and Bacteroidetes phyla are the most

active, which is to be expected, because these two phyla are dominant within the

gut microbiome (Hildebrand et al., 2019; Morgan et al., 2015).

Figure 3 and Figure 4 are about here.
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7. Conclusion

We have proposed the HeavyCOAT procedure for estimating the latent shape

sub-matrix of high-dimensional compositional data across multiple groups, which

is a scalar multiple of the covariance matrix, when it exists. HeavyCOAT has

improved estimation accuracy than that of existing methods, because it models

heavy tails using a large class of elliptical distributions. We have shown that

when K = 1, HeavyCOAT has competitive theoretical properties. When the

number of groups increases, as is common in practical microbiome data analy-

sis, using of the fused and group penalties during the thresholding step allows us

to leverage power across multiple groups and improve the estimation. Finally,

we applied HeavyCOAT to gut microbiome data and identified biologically sig-

nificant dependence patterns.

Currently, our method is agnostic to a known structure within the data. For

example, in the microbiome setting, bacterial taxa can be naturally organized

by a phylogentic tree structure, and we expect similar taxa to have similar de-

pendence relationships. Further avenues of exploration include embedding a

known structure into the thresholding scheme. For example, one can apply group

thresholding to vary the thresholding intensity across groups to account for this

structure.
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Supplementary Material

In the online Supplementary Material, we describe the ADMM for solving mul-

tiple shape matrices in the thresholding step, present simulation results under

additional settings, and provide detailed technical derivations for the lemmas

and theorems presented in Section 2.
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Table 4: Comparison of the estimation and selection performance under the
sparse covariance setting with n = 100 and p0 = 150, 200, and 250 over 100
independent repetitions.

Laplace Mixture Setting T5 Mixture Setting
p0 = 150 p0 = 200 p0 = 250 p0 = 150 p0 = 200 p0 = 250

Frobenius Norm
HeavyCOAT-G 10.75 13.33 15.90 10.71 13.31 15.90

kCOAT-G 8.78 10.71 12.43 8.82 10.73 12.55
sCOAT-G 8.28 10.12 11.73 8.44 10.25 12.02
COAT-G 97.43 127.18 153.96 78.03 106.70 122.63

HeavyCOAT-F 9.99 12.14 14.13 9.96 12.14 14.13
kCOAT-F 8.44 10.13 11.47 8.40 10.05 11.42
sCOAT-F 8.44 10.13 11.47 8.40 10.05 11.42
COAT-F 89.36 112.69 142.33 70.47 92.45 103.77

Spectral Norm
HeavyCOAT-G 2.57 2.80 3.12 2.54 2.79 3.10

kCOAT-G 2.56 2.79 3.07 2.56 2.81 3.08
sCOAT-G 2.58 2.83 3.14 2.61 2.90 3.19
COAT-G 53.84 71.43 83.09 42.72 64.42 70.08

HeavyCOAT-F 9.99 12.14 14.13 9.96 12.14 14.13
kCOAT-F 8.44 10.13 11.47 8.40 10.05 11.42
sCOAT-F 8.44 10.13 11.47 8.40 10.05 11.42
COAT-F 89.36 112.69 142.33 70.47 92.45 103.77

True Positive Rate
HeavyCOAT-G 0.80 0.80 0.82 0.80 0.81 0.82

kCOAT-G 0.76 0.76 0.78 0.76 0.76 0.78
sCOAT-G 0.75 0.74 0.77 0.75 0.75 0.77
COAT-G 0.80 0.80 0.82 0.80 0.80 0.82

HeavyCOAT-F 0.78 0.77 0.80 0.77 0.77 0.80
kCOAT-F 0.74 0.74 0.77 0.74 0.74 0.76
sCOAT-F 0.74 0.74 0.77 0.74 0.74 0.76
COAT-F 0.80 0.80 0.82 0.79 0.79 0.81

False Positive Rate
HeavyCOAT-G 0.06 0.07 0.12 0.06 0.07 0.12

kCOAT-G 0.03 0.03 0.06 0.03 0.04 0.06
sCOAT-G 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.06
COAT-G 0.27 0.27 0.29 0.27 0.27 0.29

HeavyCOAT-F 0.05 0.05 0.10 0.05 0.05 0.10
kCOAT-F 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.05
sCOAT-F 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.05
COAT-F 0.34 0.34 0.36 0.33 0.33 0.35
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Table 5: Comparison of the estimation and selection performance under the
block covariance setting with n = 100 and p0 = 150, 200, and 250 over 100
independent repetitions.

Laplace Mixture Setting T5 Mixture Setting
p0 = 150 p0 = 200 p0 = 250 p0 = 150 p0 = 200 p0 = 250

Frobenius Norm
HeavyCOAT-G 15.70 19.00 22.01 15.70 19.02 22.00

kCOAT-G 15.00 17.83 20.46 14.88 17.75 20.29
sCOAT-G 14.73 17.39 19.88 14.57 17.29 19.68
COAT-G 61.31 81.85 94.76 49.86 64.11 72.14

HeavyCOAT-F 15.86 18.96 21.69 15.85 18.96 21.66
kCOAT-F 15.16 17.93 20.39 15.03 17.81 20.21
sCOAT-F 14.89 17.56 19.91 14.72 17.39 19.68
COAT-F 42.73 54.68 63.72 35.10 43.51 51.44

Spectral Norm
HeavyCOAT-G 3.12 3.38 3.48 3.12 3.36 3.49

kCOAT-G 3.91 4.18 4.33 3.88 4.14 4.29
sCOAT-G 4.15 4.42 4.58 4.11 4.38 4.53
COAT-G 31.85 41.24 49.06 25.76 32.56 33.02

HeavyCOAT-F 3.38 3.65 3.79 3.37 3.64 3.79
kCOAT-F 4.06 4.34 4.51 4.03 4.32 4.48
sCOAT-F 4.28 4.57 4.74 4.24 4.53 4.69
COAT-F 19.05 24.61 28.46 15.35 18.45 21.81

True Positive Rate
HeavyCOAT-G 0.26 0.20 0.16 0.26 0.20 0.16

kCOAT-G 0.19 0.15 0.12 0.19 0.15 0.12
sCOAT-G 0.17 0.13 0.11 0.17 0.13 0.11
COAT-G 0.30 0.27 0.24 0.28 0.25 0.22

HeavyCOAT-F 0.19 0.14 0.12 0.19 0.15 0.12
kCOAT-F 0.16 0.12 0.10 0.16 0.12 0.10
sCOAT-F 0.15 0.11 0.09 0.15 0.11 0.09
COAT-F 0.19 0.16 0.13 0.17 0.14 0.12

False Positive Rate
HeavyCOAT-G 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

kCOAT-G 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
sCOAT-G 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
COAT-G 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.23

HeavyCOAT-F 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
kCOAT-F 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
sCOAT-F 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
COAT-F 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.18 0.19 0.19
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Figure 3: The estimated correlation networks between major phyla of the an-

tibiotic group (Left) and the non-antibiotic group (Right). Taxa are sorted into

communities using the Louvain method of community detection, and are identi-

fied circles and squares.
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Figure 4: The estimated correlation networks between major phyla of the FAP

group (Left) and the non-FAP group (Right). Taxa are sorted into communities

using the Louvain method of community detection and are identified by circles

and squares.
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